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DESCRIPTION, Surrey White Ware! 

The earthenware industry along the Surrey/Hampshire borders began in 

medieval times and continued through t~ the 19th century, although the white 

earthenware tradition was apparently superseded by red earthenwares sometime in 

the 18th century. Whit~ earthenwares were also made at Coventry and in the 

south Chilterns in the 17th century.l White firing clays, similar to those in 

the Surrey/Hampshire area, occur at lien ley and Nettlebed in southern 

Oxfordshire. Both places were known to have supported medieval pottery 

industrles but so far there is no evidence for the production of white wares ill 

the post-medi~val period. 

A number of the Surrey/Hampshire kiln sites are known, but a typology of 

forms had yet to be made and little work has been undertaken on the 

petrological analysis of fabric types in that area. 

White wares were the most prolific regional import; their occurrence 

within the survey area could be reliably expected for assemblages dating from 

the mid 17th to the mid 18th century. The florui~ of white wares was in the 

second half of the 17th century within the survey area. 

Some six fabric types were recognised from amongst the key assemblages 

(Site A: F17, F1528, F2504, F2531; Site B: III F4 L2i IV F13, VII F5; Site W: 

F7, F22, F45, F48, F80, Fl12). All six fabrics contain the same basic range of 

inclusions, but the size of the minerals and frequencies of the inclusions 

varies. It is possible that this range of inclusions may be acceptable within 

the range of Surrey/Hampshire products. Some of these fabrics (two types, six 

samples) were submitted to Alan Vince at the Department of Urban Archaeology, 

London, for comparison with white wares found in London, and these types were 

1. Paul Woodfield, 'Yellow Glazed Ware~ of the Seventeenth Century', 
Birminaham Archaeolo~ical Society Transactions and Pro~eedings, lxxxi 
(1963- ), 78-86; Buc lnghamshlre County Museum Archaeologlcal-Group, 'A 
Seventeenth-century Pottery at Potter Row, Great Missendon, 
Buckinghamshire', Record of Buckinghamshire, xx (1978), 586-96. 
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SURREY WHITE WARES (CON.) 

found to be comparable with material from 17th- and 18th-century d~posits, 
recovered in London and Hereford (I am very grateful tJ Alan Vince for this 
1 nformat ion). 

Fabrics DA and DB are the most frequent, closely followed by Fabric EC, 
although the use of the latter rapidly declined in the 18th century. Five 
fabrics (OA, DB. EB. EC and FHi Fabric OM occurs very infrequently), were all 
in use in early-mid 17th-century contexts within thp. survey area. 

Fabric Comparable 
-W-illi--

Frequency 
& s~ting 

Inclusions 

Tudor Green & AhIJndant & Sub-rounded quartz and 
Surrey White Wares i ll-sol'ted sparse red iron ore. 

OA 

Surrey White Abundant & Fine sub-rounded quartz, 
Wares i 11 -sorted moderate red iron ore & 

DB 

mica. 

Moderate & Sub-rounded quartz, occ. 
ill-sorted iron ore & mica .. 

OM 

Moderate & Coarse sub-rounded quartz 
ill-sorted sparse coarse iron ore. 

EB 

Abundant & Sub-rounded quartz. 
ill-sorted 

EC 

FH Abundant & Sub-rounded medium-coarse 
ill-sorted quartz, sparse red iron 

ore. 

These fabric types were al~o compared with fabric types from Ash, Cove and 
Farnborough. kindly supplied by Felix Holling. and with Hawley kiln nlaterial, 
lent by John Ashdown. The latter includes several fabric types. but the 
predominant type is similar to Fabric 06 with its distinctive flecks of mica 
and red iron ore. Farnborough wares also includes several fabrics, one of 
which is very similar to the Hawley type mentioned above. as are some of the 
fabrics from Minley Road, Cove. Despite the ver) small sample frorn each kiln 
site. it is obvious that a variety of fabrics were in use and that parallels 
for the other Oxford white wares may be expected when more work has been 
undertaken on the kiln products in the Surrey/Hampshire border region. 
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SURREY WHIlE WARES (CON.) 

Tudor Green wares are occasionally found in 16th-century groups, but these 

fine tablewares apparently cOIITllanded a very limited market within the survey 

area. 

The whole gamut of Surrey products were recovered from within the survey 

area, with the exception of money-boxes and dripping-pans. White wares of the 

early 17th century were very thinly potted and poorly glazed. Some of these 

ware& do have strong similarities with the Farnborough and Cove kilns (Pers. 

COrMI. F. Holling and J. ~Iaslam), but the small number of pipkins in comparison 

with the Ha\·/ley kiln products occasions some surprise (Pers. Convn. John 

Ashdown). No Buckinghamshire or Coventry white wares were recovered. 

Deep"sided dishes, porringers, jars, cups, globular mugs, tripod pipkins, 

butter pots, colanders and candlesticks are more popular in 17th-cerltury 

assemblages, while chambcr-pot~ and plates are more frequent in assemblages 

dating to the first half of the 18th century. The later white wares were more 

thickly potted, often with a thick rich dark green glaze,but sometimes the 

forms copied the finer Delft products (Fig.94, No.l1). Vessels of the latp.r 

17th- and 18th-century are felt to bl subtly different from the 

Hampshire/Surrey wares, although they were obviolJ$ly influenced by the latter 

(Pers. Comm. F. Holling and J. Ashdown). However, this may reflect the lack of 

late 17th- and 18th-century kiln sites excavated in the border region dS some 

of these forms have been recognised in London (Pers. Comrn. C. Orton and A. 

Vince). 

These white wares. probably commanded a sizeable part of the market, not 

only because they were pleasing to look at but also because the repertoire of 

products during the 17th century was far wider than th~t of the local red 

earthenware products. 
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PRINCIPAL SOURCES, Surrey White Wares 
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Fig.9O Surrey White Wares, Nos.1-9, Site A, Chur-::h Street 
1 • A PO/I/l; 2. A P2M/2/108/1014/3; 3. A PI023/l22/11 ; 
4. A PI023/1135/4; 5. A PI023/l135/7; 6. A PI023/l135/S; 
7. A PI023/113S/9; 8. A PI023/1135/6; 9. A PI023/113S/12. 
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CATALOGUE 

Fi g. 90. Surrey Wh i te Wares' 

Nos.1-9. Site A. Church St. 

1. Costrel. partially glazed mottled green ext. Probably Surrey. ALl. 

undated context. 

2 Cup. glazed dk green into Probably Surrey. A L2 (2M. 108/1014). 

unstratified context. 

3. Tripod pipkin. glazed yell~w int •• carbon on ext. surfaces. Probably 

Surrey. A F1023 Ll122. mid 17th-cent. context. (Cross-Joins between F1023 

Ll122. F1003 llOlO). 

4. Tripod pipkin, ext. rilling on upper part. Glazed yellow into Probably 

Surrey. A F1023 Ll135. mid 17th-cent. context. 

5. Cup, with horz. loop handle, ext. rilling on upper part. glazed yellow 

into Probably Surrey. A F1023 Ll135, mid 17th-cent. context. (Cross-joins 

between F1003 L1027; F1003 L1010 and F1023 Ll139). 

6. Dish. notched rim. glazed yellow into Probably Surrey. A F1023 Lll~5. mid 

17th-cent. context, (Cross-Joins between F1023 Ll135. F1003 L1010, F1003 

L1027). (Cf. Form known dt Aldgate. london pers. comn. C. Orton, and 

Farnborough. Hampshi re. pers. comm. F. Ho 11 ins). 

7. Deep-sided dish, glazed dk green into Probably Surrey. A Fl023 Ll135, 

mid 17th-cent. context. (Cross-Joins between F1023 Ll135, Fl023 Ll147, 

F1023 Ll122, F1003 L1010, F1003 L1027). 

8. Small plate, glazed dk green into Probably Surrey. A F1023 Ll135. mid 

17th-cent. context. (Cross-Joins between F1D23 Ll135, F1003 L1D10. F10D3 

Ll027 ). 

9. Globular mug. glazed mottled brown into & ext. Probably Surrey. A F1D23 

Ll135. mid 17th-cent. context. 

111M 
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Fig.91 Surrey White Wares, Nos.I-I3, Site A, Church Street 

1. A P45/48/I6; 

4. A P45/48/17j 

7. A P17/2010/8j 

10. A P17/2012/16j 

13. A P60/34/2. 

2. A P45/171/l; 

5. A P55/55/.'l; 

8. A P17/2012/9j 

11. A P17/2012/11j 
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3. A P45/l88/lj 

6. A P45/48/15; 

9. A P17/2012/4j 

12. A P60/34/2j 



Fig.9l. Surrey White Wares (con.) 
~os. 1-13, Site A. Church St. 
1. Chamber-pot. glazed green into Probably Surrey. A F45 L48, mid-late 

17th-cent. context. 
2. 1Pipkin, glazed yellow into Probably Surrey. A F45 L171, mid-late 

17th-cent. context.
' 

3. Non-classifiable sherd, impressed stamp on i~t. surface, glazed yellow 
into A f45 L188, mid-late 17th-cent. context. 

4. Casserole with horz. loop handle. Thick trailed dk green band, glazed 
yellow into A F45 L48, mid-late 17th-cent. context. 

5. Straight-sided cup, glazed yellow into A F55 L55, late 17th-cent. context 
(~f. Form not known in London pers. comm. C. Orton) 

6. Deep-sided dlsh with combed decoration. Glazed dk green into Probably 
Surrey. A F45 l4B, mid-late 17th-cent. context. 

7. Deep-sided dish, glazed dk green into Probably Surrey. A F17 L2010, 
mid-late 17th-cent., context. 

8. Small shallow dish, glazed yellow into Probably Surrey. A F17 L2012, 
mid-late 17th-cent. context. 

9. Chamber-pot glazed mottled green into & ext. A F17 L20l2, mid-late 
17th-cent. context. 

10. Colander, glazed d~ gr€Gn into Probably Surrey. A F17 L2012, mid-late 
17th-cent. context. 

11. Platter, glazed yellow into Probably Surrey. A F17 L2012, mid-late 
17th-cent. context 

12. Straight-sided cup, partially glazed yellow into with a ITI incised ext. 
A F60 L34, mid 18th-cent. context. 

13. Storage jar, glazed mottled green into A F60 L34, mid 18th-cent. context. 

1. Cf. Stephen Moorhouse, IFinds from Basing House, Hampshire, (c. 
1540-1645): Part II, Post-Medieval Archaeology, iv (1970), 44~ Fig. la, 
No.3. --
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Fig.92 Surrey White Wares, Nos.l-ll, Site B, Greyfriars 

1. BIll P4/2/7j 2. BIll P4/2/llj 3. BIll P4/2/13j 

4. BIll P4/2/5j 5. BIll P4/2/3j 6. B IV PI3/0/2; 

7. B IV PI3/0/3j 8. B IV PI3/0/4j 9. B II PO/I/I; 

10/ H IV PI3/0/7j 11. B IV PI3/0/5. 
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f!g.92. Surrex White Wares (con.) 

Nos.l-l'. Site B. Gre¥fri,ars 

1. ?Jar. ril1ed ext. Purtia"y glazed green ext •• yellow into Probably 

Surrey. BIll F4 L2. early-mid 17th-cent. context. 

2. Dish. glazed yellow into Probably Surrey. BIll F4 L2. early-mid 

17th-cent. context. 

3. Small deep-sided dish, glazed yellow into Probdbly Surrey. B 111 F4 L2; 

early-mid 17th-cent. context. 

4. Large porringer. glazed yellow into Probably Surrey. BIll F4 L?, 

early-mid 17th-cent. context. 

5. ?Porringer, glazed mottled brown. Probably Surrey. BIll F4 L2, 

early-mid 17th-cent. context. 

6. Platter, glazed dk green into Probably Surrey. B IV F13, mid-late 

17th-cent. context. 

7. Deep-sided dish, glazed yellow into Probably Surrey. B IV F13, mid-late 

17th-cent. context. 

8. Porringer, glazed yellow into Mottled brown speckles on reverse. Probably 

Surrey. B IV F13, mid-late 17th-cent. context. (Cross-Joins between IV F13 

and IV F44). 

9. Small platter, glazed dk green into B II Ll, undated context. 

10. Colander, glazed yellow into B IV F13, mid-late 17th-cent. context. 

(Cross-joins between IV F13 and IV Ll). 

11. Candlestick, glazed dk green ~nt. & ext., red clay kiln scars ext. 

suggesting that either the kiln furniture was made of red clay or vessels 

of both red and white clay were fired together in same kiln. Probably 

Surrey. B IV F13, mid-late 17th-cent. context. 
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Fig.93 Surrey White Wares, Nos.l-6, Site B, Greyfriars
I. B IV P0/20/1; 2. B IV P0/20/5; 3. B IV P44/0/19;

4. B IV P1O1/0/2; 5. B IV P44/0/13; 6. B IV P44/0/4.
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Fig.93. Surrey White Wares (can.) 

Nos. ~·6. Site B. Grcyfria!! 

1. Lid. with incised mark on reverse. possibly a potter's mark. Probably 

Surrey. B IV L20. contaminated context. 

2. Platter. glazed dk green into Probably Surrey. B IV L20, contaminated 

context. 

3. Chamber-pot, glazed mottled green into & ext. Thumb impression on base of 

handle. Probably Surrey. B IV F44, early·mid 18th-cent. context. 

4. Chamber-pot, glazed yellow into Proba'.1y Surrey. B IV F10l, mit:l-late 

17th-cent. context. 

5. Chamber-pot, glazed dk green into Probably Surrey. B IV F44, early-mid 

18th-cent. context. 

6. Storage jar, with horz. handle. Probably Surrey. B IV F44, early-mid 

18th-cent. context. 
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Fig.94 Surrey White Wares, Nos.I .. II, Site W, Westgate 

I. W PI12/0/1; 2. W P80/0/2; 3. W P80/0/S; 

4. W P80/0/1; 5. W P22/0/18; 6. W P22/0/IS; 

7. W P22/0/14; 

10. W P7/2/2; 
8. W P22/0/17; 9. W P22/0/16; 

II. W P48/0/15. 
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Fig. 94 , .Surrey Wht te Wares ((on.) 

Nos.l-~ite W, Wc.stgate. 

1. Corrugated cup, glazed mottled green into and partially glued mottled 

green ext. Tudor Green. Surrey. W Fl12, 16th-cent. contfvt.
' 

2. Chamber-pot, glazed yellow tnt. Probably Surrey. ~ F80, late 17th-cent. 

contt':Xt. 

3. Platter, glazed dk green tnt. Probably Surrey. W FaO, late 17th-cent. 

context. 

4. Butter rot, glazed yellow tnt. Probably Surrey. W FaD, late 17th-cent. 

context. 

5. Chamber-pot, glazed dk green into Probably Surrey. W F22, early-mid 18th-

cent. context. 

6. Chamber-pot, glazed yellow tnt. Probably Surrey. W F22, early-mid 18th-cent. 

context. 

7. Small bowl, glazed mottled green into Probably Surrey. W F22, early-mid 

18th-cent. context. 

8. Platter, glazed dk green into Probably Surrey. W F22, early-mid 18th-cent. 

context. 

9. Platter, glazed mottled green into Probably Surrey. W F22, early-mid 18th-

cent. context. 

10. Chamber-pot, glazed green into Probably Surrey. W F7 L2,earlylHth-cent. 

context. 

11. ?Chamber-pot, 9laz~d dk green into & ext. (Form imitating late Delftware). 

Probably Surrey. W F48, mid 18th-cent. context. 

1. Cf. Stephen Moorhouse, 'A Sixteenth-century Tudor Green group from 
Werton, Hampshire', in Notes and News, Post-'1edieval Archaeology, 
v (1071), 182, Fig.53. No.l. 
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Fig.95 Surrey White Wares, Nos.1-8, Site W, Westgate 

1. W PU/S/2; 2. W P48/0/14; 3. W P2S/0/S; 

4. W P2S/0/6; s. W P4SJO/46; 6. W P45/0/45. 
7. W P67/0/1. 8. W P45/0/1. 
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Fig.95!.iurrey~hite W_,~es (.c.2!!.!..t 

~o,$.1:.8, Site W, Wes,tgate 

1. Goddard, partially glazed yellow ext. Probably Surrey. llnstratHted 

context. ' 
2. Dish, glazed dark green int., Probably SlJrrey. W F48, mid 18th-cent. 

context. 

3. Straight-sided dish, glazed dark grp.en into & ext. W F25, mid 18th-cent. 

context. 

4. Chamber-pot, glazed mottled green into Probably Surrey. W F25. mid 

18th-cent. context. 

5. large bowl. glazed dk green into Probably Surrey. W F45. mid-late 

18th-cent. context. 

6. Dish, glazed dk green into Probably Surrey. W F45, mid-late 18th-cent. 

context. 

7. Curved-sided cup, glazed dk green into Probably Surrey. W F67, mid 

18th-cent. context. 

8. Colander. glazed yellow into Probably Surrey. W F~5, mld-late 18th-cent. 

context. 

1. Cf. F .W. H')l1 ing 'A Prel iminary Note on the Pottery Industry of the 
Hainpshire-~;urrey Borders', Surrey Archaeological Collections, lxviii 
(1961), 71. 
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DESCRIPTION, Red Earthenware Slipwa,'es 

During the 17th and 18th centuries, a number of production centres in the 

south Midlands were making red earthenware slipwares. The metropolitan wares 

of the london area were probably made at Harlow, Essex, and other smaller 

centres in Hertfordshirc. 1 Some thirty miles from Oxford, very similar 

products were being made at Potterspury, Northamptonshire, at least by 1646. 2 

Recent excavations at Brill, Buckinghamshire, twelve miles from Oxford, 

revealed another source for the slipware industry.3 Work in Winchester has 

highlighted yet another slipware industry, whose ?roducts are very similar to 

the later slipware products found in Oxford; differences in details of form and 

decoration suggest two distinct indu~tries, one ~UCll inflyenced by the other. 4 

The majority of the slipwares recovered from within the survey area were 

probably made comparatively locally, ~ut a few vessels are possibly from 

Staffordshire (B IV F46). They first appear in mid-late 17th-century contexts 

and continue to be found in assemblages dating to the 18th century, reaching a 

~eak in the mid 18th-century contexts. 

1. Pers. Comm. Hugh Burrill 

2. Philip Mayes, 'A 17th-century Kiln Site at Potterspury, Northamptonshire ' , 
rost-Med1~val Archaeology, ii (1968), 55-82. 

3. Michael Farley, IPottery and pottery kilns of the post-medieval period at 
Brill, Buckinghamshire ' , Post-Medieval Archae~logy, xiii (1979), 127-152. 

4. I a~ very grateful to Charlotte Matthews for bringing the Winchester wares 
to my attention. 
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RED EARTHENWARE SLIPWARES (CON.) 

In an attempt to distinguish the potential production centres, all the 
slipwares were sorted into fabric types, and eight different 'local' types were 
recognised. Thes~ eight fabric types were also used for undecorated red 
eartnenwares. The most frequent fabric (OG~ is identical to the '1975 kiln' 
material (kindly supplied by Mike Farley). Some of the other fabric types may 
also originate from Brill (OS, DO, FC) as the general range of inclusions is 
similar but with differences in frequency, sorting and size of grain. Fabric 
OJ was more popular in the 17th century with Fabrics DG and OF also present, 
but by the early·mid 18th century Fabric DG was dominant, followed by Fabric 
DE. 
F abri c 

DE 

OF 

DG 

DH 

OJ 

DO 

os 

EF 

FC 

Comearable 
wlth 

Known ~t 
Dorchester 
& Reading 

A variant of 
Fabric OH 

Brill 

?Brill 

?Brill 

Variant of 
fabric DG 

Frequency 
& sortfiig 

Abundant & 
well· sorted 

Abundant & 
ill-sorted 

Abundant & 
well·sorted 

Moderate & 
i ll·sorted 

Abundant & 
i ll·sorted 

Sparse & 
well-sorted 

Moderate & 
well-sorted 

Sparse-moderate 
ill-sorted 

Mocerate & 
ill-sorted 

I II C2 

Inclusions 

Fine quartz, occ. red 
iron are. 

Sub·rounded medium
coarse quartz. 

Sub-rounded quartz. 

Sub-rounded coarse 
quartz, occ. coarse red 
iron ore. 

Sub-rounded quartz, 
sparse coarse quartz, 
occ. coarse red iron 
ore. 

Sub-rounded quartz, 
coarse red iron ore. 

Fine quartz, occ. red 
iron ore. 

Fine-coarse sub-rounded 
& angular quartz, occ. 
red iron ore. 

Sub-rounded quartz, 
sparse coarse ~hite 
quartz. 
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RED EARTHENWARE SlIPWARES (CON.) 

At least nine different shapes were found to be associated with these 
wares: platters, dishes, crocks, pans, chamber-pots, bowls, cups, jars and 
jugs, many of these products occurring in a variety of ~izes. Platters 
(plates) were the most popular form, followed by bowls, dishe~ dnd 
chamber-pots. 

These products were either wheel-thrown, or press-mounded in the case of 
the platters, which often bore knife-trinrning facets around the base of th~ 
vessel. 

Four styles of decoration were recognised : 
a) Simple trailed slip decoration; 
b) thickly trailed slip decorution with copper oxide sometimes added to 

the slip; 
c) marbleri slip, where the slip has been poured into the vessel, which is 

rapidly moved in several directions to give a fluid effect to the 
design and the e~ss slip is then poured off. Copper oxide was 
sometimes addp.d to the slip; 

d) slip applied allover prior to glazing. 
All these types were lead-glazed and usually fired in an oxidising 

atmosphere. The simple trailed decoration is very reminiscent of 
Potterspury-types, and indeed some direct parallels were found (Fig.98, No.5; 
Fig.99, Nos.4 & 5). This type of decoration was popular in the later 
17th-r.arly 18th century but continues to be fOJnd in mid 18th-century pit 
groups along with the thickly trailed s1ipwares. Six different fabric types 
are associated with this style of decoration (Fabrics DE, OF, oG - a 
Brill-type, OJ, 00, US and EF) and were compared with PottC'rspury-types from 
Northampton supplied by Mary Gryspeerdt, but the fabric types differ. It is 
possible that Potterspury wares embrace a number of fabric types and that some 
of the Oxfurd slipwares did originate from Potterspury. Medieval 
Potterspury-type wares were not marketed as far as Oxford in the 13th and 14th 
centuries. but pack-horses and carriers in the 17th and 18th centuries may 
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RED EARTHENWARE SLIPWAR£~ (CON.j 

have transported pottery over wider distances. Other slipware industries may 
have been operating in north Buckinghamshire (pers comm. Denis Mynard), and 
Brill was producing slipwares by the mid-late 11th century (A FI7). 1 

Thf s~cond decorative style of thickly trailed slip seems to have been 
adopted by the early-mid 18th century (Site B: IV F44); the same range of 
fabrics is found to be associated with this style of decoration as with the 
simple trailed decoration, but the products now include hollow wares such as 
cups, bowls, and chamber-pots. 

Marbled slip and products with slip covering the whole pot, or more 
commonly just the internal surface, occur less frequently and not before the 
"lid 18th century. Again the dominant fabric types (Fabrics DE, OF and OG) are 
associated with these decorative styles. Only one sgraffito decorated vessel 
wa~ noted in the mid-late 17th-century pit group (B IV FI3). 

In comparison with the fine saltglaze stoneware plates, these slipware 
platt~rs seem almost vulgar in taste, but they may well have been favoured as 
serving dishes ;n taverns and inns (W F45). 

PRINCIPAL SOURCES, Red Earthenware Slipwares 
1. Michael Farley, 'Pottery and pott.ery kilns of the post-medieval period at 

Brill, Buckinghamshire', Post-Medieval Archaeology, xiii (1979), 1?7-52. 
2. T.G. Hassall. 'Excavations at Oxford Castle, 1965-1973', Oxoniensia, xli 

(1976), 232-308. 
3. Philip Mayes, 'A 17th-century Kiln Site at Potterspury, Northamptonshire', 

?.ost-~1edieval A!chaeolog~, i; (1968), 55-82. 
4. E.F. Newton and E. Bibbin~s, 'Seventeenth CenturJ Pottery Sites at Harlow, 

tssex', Transact;on~ of the Essex Archaeologi~Jl SO~2ety, ~xv (Part 
1l1)(1960)! 358-77. 
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Fig.96 Red Rarthenware Slipwares, Nos.I-8, Site A, Church St. 
1 • A Pi7/2012/10; 2. A PI7/2012/8; 3. A PI7/2012/6; 
4. A P60/34/13; 5. A P60/34/6; ( .. 1\ P60/34/11; 
7. I. PI8/16/1; 8. A 1'60/34/12. 
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CATALOGUE 
Fig. 96 , Red Earthenware Slipwares 
~os. 1-8, Site A, Church St. 

Whenever possible the fabric types are listed below, however if a vessel 
is complete or restored, it was assigned the tode ZZ indicating unclassifiable. 

1. ?Platter, trailed and dot white slip decoration, glazed brown into 
Probably Bri", Fabric OG. A F17 L2012, mid-late 17th-cent. context. 

?. Dish, trailed white slip decoration, glazed orange into (CrOSS-joins 
between F17 L20l2 and F17 L1S) Fabric OJ. A F17 L2012, mid-late 17th-cent. 
context. 

3. Dish, trailed white slip decoration, glazed green int., Fabric EF. A F17 
L2012, mid-late 17th-cent. context. 

4. Flared ?bowl, thumbed rim, trailed white slip, glazed brow~ into 
Probably Bri", Fabric OF. A F60 L34, mid 18th-cent. context. 

5. Small platter, white slip, glazed orange int., restored, Fabric ZZ. A F60 
L34, mid 18th-cent. context. 

6. ?Platter, trailed white slip decoration, glazed brown int., Fabric ,DE. A 
F60 L34, mid 18th-cent. context. 

7. Dish, white slip over the entire inner surfacp., occasional mottled brown 
spots, glazed yellow int., Fabric DE. A F18 L16, mid 18th-cent. context. 

8. Dish, thick trailed white slip, glazed orange into Probably Brill, Fabric 
DG. A F60 L34, mid 18th-cent. Cl,ntext. 
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F1g.97 Red Earthenware S11p~ares, Nos.1-3. Site 8, 
Greyfriars 

1. 8 IV P13/1/7; 2. B IV P13/0/11j 3 8 V P4/1/1. 
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Fig. 97, Red Earthenware Slipwares (con.) 
Nos.1-3, Site B, Greyfriars 

1. ?P1atter, trJiled white slip decoration, glazed brown int., Fabric DG. 
B IV F13 L1, mid-late 17th-cent. context. 

2. ?Dish, white slip over the entire inner surface, with 'sgraffito' 
decoration and mottled brown spots, glazed brown int., Fabric OG. 
B IV F13, mid-late 17th-c~nt. context. 

3. Dish, white slip spots on rim, glazed green int., Fabric ZZ. B V F4 Ll, 
late 17th-cent. context. 
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Fig.98 Red Earthenware S11pwares, Nos.1-9, Site B, 

Greyfriars 

1. B V P2/t/3; 2. B V P2/l/4; ) . B IV PO/20/9; 

4. B V P2/l/2; ) . BVP2/l/l; 6. B X P27/0/l; 

7. B X P27/0/3; 8. B X P27/0/4; 9. B X P27/0/). 
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Fi9.98, Red Earthenware Slipwares (co~~ 
Nos.1-9, Site B, Greyfriars 
1. Small platter, thick trailen white slip, with green oxide sometimes added, 

glazed orange int., Fabric OJ. B V F2 l', early-mid 18th-cent. context. 
2. Dish, white slip over the entire inner surface, glazed dk green, Fabric 

ZZ. B V F2 ll, early-mid 18th-cent. context. 
3. ?Platter, trailed white slip with green oxide sometimes added, glazed 

brown, Fabric DE. B IV L20, contaminated context. 
4. Platter, thick trailed white slip glazed orange int., Fabric ZZ. B V F2 

Ll, early-mid 18th-cent. context. 
5. Platter, trailed white slip, glazed orange int., Fabric ZZ. B V F2 l', 

early-mid 18th-cent. context.
' 

-
6. ?Platter, trailed white slip decoration, glazed orange int., Fabric ZZ. B 

X F27, mid-late 18th-cent. context with some intrusive mid 19th-cent. 
material. 

7. Platter, trailed white slip, glazed orange int., Fabric DE. B X F27, 
mid-late 18th-cent. context with some intrusive mid 19th-cent. material 
(Cf. pers. comm. Alan Vince, design known at Gloucester and London). 

8. Dish, trailed white slip decoration, glazed green int., Fabric OJ. B X 
F27, mid-late 18th·c~nt. cont~xt with some intrusive mid 19th-cent. 
material. (Cf. Parallel W F48) 

~. Chamber-pot, white slip over entire inner surface, mottled brown spots, 
glazed yellow int., Fabric L~. S X F27, mid-late 18th-cent. context with 
some intrusive mid 19th-cent. material. 

1. Ct. for decoration only, Philip Mayes, fA 17th-century Kiln Site at 
"POtter,ipury, Northampton~hire', Post-~~edieva\ Archaeology, ii (1968), 
Fig. 27 I No. 17 . ----
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Site 8, 

Gleyfrlars, Nos.4-9, Site W, Westgate 
1 • 8 X P26/0/4; 2. 8 X P26/0/8; 3. 8 X P26/0/5; 
4. W P22/0/22; 5. W P22/0/21; 6. W P22/0/20; 
7. W P80/0/6; 8. W P22/0/24; 9. W P2'J./O/25. 
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Fig.9~ Red Earthenware Slipwares (can.) 

Nos.1-3, Site B, Greyfriars 

1. Platter, thick trailed white slip, with green oxide someti~es added, 

glazed brown int., Fabric ZZ. B X F26, mid 18th-cent. context with some 

intrusive 19th-cent. material. 

2. Dish, thick marbled white slip with green oxide added, glazed orange int., 

Fabric ZZ. B X F26, mid 18th-cent. context with some intrusive 19th-cent. 

material. 

3. Platter, very finely executed, trailed white slip with green oxide added, 

glazed brown int., Fabric ZZ. B X F26, mid 18th-cent. context w"lth some 

intrusive 19th-cent. material. 

Nos.4-9, Site W, Westgate 

4. Platter, trailed and dot white slip decoration, glazed orange int., Fabric 

OJ. W F22, early-mid 18th-cent. context. ' 
5. Platter, trailed and dot white slip decoration glazed orange into 

Probably Brill, Fabric DG. W F22, early-mid 18th-cent. context. 2 

6. Non-classifiable sherd, trailed white slip decor~tion, glazed orange int., 

Fabric OJ. W F22, early-mid 18th-cent. context. 

7. ?Dish, trailed and dot white slip decoration, gla,ed orange int., Fabric 

OJ. W F80, late 17th-cent. context. 

8. ?Platter, trailed and dot white slip decoration, glazed orange. Probably 

Bri", Fabric UG. W F22, early-mid 18th-cent. context. 

9. ?Platter, trailed and dot white slip decoration glazed orange, Fabric OF. 

W F22, early-mid 18th-cent. context. 

1. Cf. Ph1lip M~yes, 'A 11th-century K1ln Site at Potterspury, 
NOrthamptonsh1re,.!os~-Med1eval Archaeology, 11 (1968), 74, Fig.30, No.3. 

2. Ib1d. 
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Fig.IOO Red Earthenware Slipwares, Nos.I-12, Site W, Westgate 

I. W P7/1/4l; 2. W P7/1/42; 3. W P48/0/17; 

4. W P48/0/lf; S. W PIS/O/l; 6. W P4S/0/47; 

7. W P4S/0/2S; 8. W P4S/0/13; 9. W P45/0/14; 

10. W P45/l/2i; 11. W P4S/0/26; 12. W P4S/0/21. 
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Fig.100, Red Earthenware Slipwares (con.) 
Nos.1-12, Site W, Westgate 

1. large bowl, thick trailed white slip, green oxide sometimes added, glazed 
orange int., Fabric DE. W f7 Ll, mid 18th-cent. context. 

2. Bowl, thick trailed white slip with green oxide added, glazed orange int., 
rabric DE. W F7 l', mid 18th-cent. context. 

3. Platter, trailed white slip decoration, glazed brown int., Fabric OS. 
W F48, mid 18th-cent. co~text. 

4. Dish, trailed white slip decol'ation, glazed brown int., Fabric OJ. W F48, 
mid 18th-cent. context. 

5. Shallow dish, white slip over the entire interior surface and on rim 
mottled brown spots, glazed yellow int., Fabric 11. W FIS, mid 18th-cent. 
cont~xt. 

6. Cup, white slip over the entire interior and on rim, occasional mottled 
brown spots, glazed brown int., Fabric DE. W F45, mid-late 18th-cent. 
context. 

7. Curved-sided ~up, thick trailed white slip with green oxide sometimes 
added, glazed brown into Probably Bri", Fabric OG. W F4S, mid-late 
18th-cent. context. 

S. Platter, trailed w:lite slip, glazed brown. Probably Brill, Fabric OG. 
W F45, mid-late 18th-cent. context. 

9. Curved-sided cup, white slip dots on base, glazed brown int, partially 
glazed ext. Probably Brill, Fabric OG. W F45, mid-late 18th-cent. 
context. 

10. Platter (very worn int.), white slip dots, glazed brown into Probably 
Brill, Fabric OG. W F45, mid-late 18th-cent. context. 

11. Platter, thick trailed white slip, glazed orange int., Fabric DE. ~I F4S, 
mid-late 18th-cent. context. 

12. Platter, trailed ~hite slip, green oxide sometimes added, glazed orange 
into Probably Bril" Fabric OG. W F45, mid-late 18th-cent. context. 
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Fig.lOl Red Earthenware Slipwares, Nos.1-4, Site W, 

Westgate 

1. W N5/0/22j 

4. W P4'jfO/2d. 

2. W P45/0/23j 
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E1Jl. 101, Red Earthenware Slipwares (can.) 

Nos.1-4, Site W. Westgate 

1. Platter, thick trailed white slip, green oxide sometimes added, glazed 

orange into Probably Brill, Fabric DG. W F45, mid-late 18th-cent. 

context. 

2. Platter, thick trailed and marbled white slip, gla~ed orange into 

Probably Brill, Fabric OG. W t45 mid-late 18th-cent. context. 

3. Platter, thick trailed white slip with green oxide added, glazed brown 

into Probably Brill, Fabric DG. W F45, mid-late 18th-cent. context. 

4. Platter, thick trailed and marbled white slip, green oxide sometimes 

added~ glazed brown into Probably Brill, Fabric OG. W F45, mid-late 

18th-cent. context. 
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DESCRIPTION, Red Earth('nware 
......-.. -~.... ----

These were sub·di~1ded into continental ;mpurts, regional i~orts and 

local cocrse wares. The only r.onttnental iNport was the neck of a 

Marttncamp-type flask recovered from a latJ 17th-century context (8 IV f40J. 

These flasks frequently occur in coastal c\~eas but are less conmon inland. the 

only other excavated flask from within the c,unty was found at Banbury,l and 

two unpubltshed examples from Oxford. 2 

Regional imports include three Agate-type wares, two teapots and a cup 

from mld 18th-century contexts (Site W: f1, F45). Thp.se finely potted tea 

wares were manufactured in Staffordshire from 1140-1710. A few black glazed 

wares dating to the second half of the 17th century are probably Staffordshire 

products too (A f17, fig.104, Nos. " 2). Other black glazed wares are more 

local in origin, :ince both Potterspury in NOl'thamptonshire and Brill in 

Ouckinghamshire are known to have made black glazed W3res. 

The majort ty of red earthenwares recovered from the survt!y drt:d wel'e 

probably made within the county, or just over the county boundar v at Brill. 

Documentary evidence concerning potters working ~ithin th, ';0unty during 

the 16th and 17th centurie!> is limited. 3 Only one potter is melltioned for the 

16th century, William Butler of Nettlebed. who died ~. 1560. Two others are 

cited for the 17th century at Stoke Row~. 1612. and at Nettlebed £. 1668-1682. 

both some seventeen miles south of Oxford. By the 18th century the number of 

recorded potter~ and ancillary workers had greatly 

1. K. Rodwell. 'Excavations on the Site of Banbury Castlp.. 1973-4', 
Oxoni.~nsia. xli (1976). 132. fig.1S. No.10S. 

2. In the Ashmo~eon Reserve Collection: 1873.236 City Ditch and 1892.2618 
University College. 

3. N. Stebbing. J. Rhodes and M. Mellor. Oxfordshire Potters, 
Oxfordshire Museu~s Service FJbliration. No. 1~ (1980). 27-9. 
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REO EARTHENWARE (CON.) 

increased. One such potter who might have marketed his wares in Oxford was 

Richard Griffin of Wheatley (1763-96). Wheatley lies flve miles east of 

n· ... rd. 1n the same general dlrect ion as Bri 11. Brill wart.S may well have 

passeJ through Wheatley en route for the Oxford market and Richard Griffin must 

ha~e been aware of the Brill industry and may have been strongly influenced by 

its products. 

A potter is re,ord~~ at Brill itself, twelve miles from Oxford, £.1580, 

and potters continue to ~c mentioned as working there until the 20th century. I 

The 'brick-red' coarse wa~es from within the survey area first occur tn 

very small quantities in late 16th-century contexcs (Site A: F2531, F2504). By 

the early-mid 17th century these coarse wares are dominant and remain so until 

the late 18th-early 19th cefltury, when there is ~ very rapid decline, due to 

the overwhelming competition of the cheap mass-produced white earthenwares from 

'The Potteries', centred on Stoke-on· Tn·nt. 

A fairly limited range of products was recovered from 16th-century 

deposits, jars being the most popular product. Drinking vessels include 

globular and Cylindrical tankards in the 'Cistercian style'; deep-sided bowls, 

waterin~ pots and jugs occurred very occasionally. 

1. Michael Farley, 'Pottery and pottery kilns of the post-medieval period at 
Brill, Buckinghnmshire', Post~r~edieval Archaelogy. xiii (1979). 151. 
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REO [ARTHE~~ARE (CON.) 

The early to mid 17th centur) saw a slight growth 1n the variety of shapes 

and forms associated with tne preparation and cooking of food. compared with 

the 16th cf.ntury. These include platters. dishes. tripod pipkins (always with 

extensive sooting on the outer surfaces). bowls. pans. crocks and panchions. in 

addition to stool pans and chamber-pots. By the 18th century the basic 

repertoire was much the same as in the later part of the 17th century but the 

utilitarian wares. such as pans and bowls. now occurred in several sizes. A 

few new forms were added such as flower-pots and bedpans, but included products 

which copied some of the 17th-century Surrey whiteNare shapes, i.e. cups with 

horizontal loop handles and tripod pipkins. By the 19th century a very limited 

range of coarse ware~ were found within the survey area, such as flower-pots. 

pans. bowls and d paint-pol. 

In general lhe products were lead glazed on the inner surfaces. and fired 

in an oxidising atmosphere. 

In an effort to isolate pos~ible kiln sources and to discern any 

typological changes over time. the red e~rthenware from the key assemblages was 

sorted into fabric types with the aid of a binocular microscope (x 10). 

Thirty fabric types were isolated, these were further gr0uped into 

regional imports and local wares. Regional imports include Agate wares from 

Staftordshire (Fabric EN). a fabric type associated with Cistercian-type forms 

(Fabric OW) and two fubrics (ON and ~_~), both glazed black internJI'y and 

externally and loosely termed Midland blackwares. 
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REO EARTHENWARE (COH.) 

fabric C~ft~ble ~regu~lc~ Inclusions • I 

sor ng 

EN Staffs. Agate- Oce. mica in red and white - type clay matrtx. 

OW lei sterci an- ~e. sub-rounded quartz. 
type l mica. 

ON 1Hidlands Abunddnt Fine quartz, occ. coarse 
blackware quartz & red iron ore. 

El Hidlands Abundant F;n~ quartz, occ. v. coarse 
blackware quartz and red iron ore. 

From amongst the 'local' types, four fabrlc types were dominant (Fabrics 

OR, OG, DE and UJ) between the 16th-late 18th century. 

Fabric Comparab 1 e Freque~ Inclu~ions -with . -rso-r11ng 

DR 1974 Grill Sparse and Coarse sub-rounded quartz 
kiln ill-sorted occ. coarse red iron ore. 

OG For description ~ee Slipwares 

OE For description sep. Slipwares 

OJ For descripti~n sec S1ipwares 

Fabric OR was the dominant type in the seco,.d half of the 16th century 

within the survey area and is very sim11ar to the '1974 Brill kiln' material. 

A coarse variant of this fabric was recognised il: 15th-century levels at the 

Hamel, Oxford.' Products associated with this G.'ijl-type include jars of 

variou~ sizes, bung-hole jars, jugs and dripping-paris. These products,unlike 

1. Nicholas Palmer, IA Beaker Burial and Medieval Tenements in the Hamel, 
Oxford', Ox~~!nsia, xlv (1980), Phase HIlI, Fabric BX. 
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RED EARTHENWARE (COH.) 

'''Qugh their 15th-century cl.'untcrparts. were rarel~' glued. /. the oC('c)$1onal p",tch 

of phin lead glaze h founu on the shou1cfer of the vuse1 (Fig.l02. Ho.l)' 

Knife-trilll111ng was oft~n el'lI,loy·~d at t:'e ba~,' angle. but in general products 

were competently potted and well fired ill a controlled oxidising 6tnosphere to 

a light pinkish buff colour. 

Ourlng the 16th century a new fubric type en~rged (fabric OG). Oy the 

early 17th century it dominated the local market (B :11 F4 L2) and continued to 

do so until at least the mid-late 18th century (W F45l. It w~s identical to 

some of the fahrics from the 1975 excavated Brill kilns. and markedly different 

from the earlier Brill-type (Fabric OR). The fabric itself was abundantly 

tempered with well-sorted grains. suggesting that considerable care had been 

taken in the preparation of the clay. implying well-organi5ed potter(s). This 

care in preparation was not. however. carried into the ~anufacturing stage, and 

the earlier products in the new fabric, up to the early 17th century. are much 

cruder than those they replaced (Fabric OR). The thickness of the walls of the 

vessels is often twice the measurement of the earlier Brl11 products. and the 

bases are often far thicker thah the sides of the vessel. This created stress 

when the pots dried and resulted in deep fissures. but these 'seconds' were 

evidently good enough to be marketed in Oxford (B III F4 l2) .• ~re open 

vessels were added to the repertoire uf products by the early-mid 17th century. 

rims thickened and were squared or rolled. The warps were often covered with a 

thick treacly lead glaze and fired in a redUl.lli~ .:t.,:"osphere which imparte .. J a 

very distinctive dark grey colour to the external suriaces of the vessel. The 

firing temperatLres achieved were consid~rably higher than chose reached \~ith 

the earl ier Bri 11 products (OR). and mU5t have necess Hated considerable 

improvements in kiln technology. The change in fabric from OR to the 
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RED EARTH~' .•.. ~[ (CON.) 

abundantly quartz-tempered DG may have been dictated by this improvement in -firing. which necessitated a more open fabric which would allow \he clay to 
with~tand the high temperatures. alternatively the medieval and late medieval 
clay source$ may have simply have been worked out. At any rate the improved 
f1,ing techniques in the latt~r part of the 16th and possibly early 17th 
century he,al~ed the beginning of the local post·medieval red eartnenware 
tradttion 1n Oxford. 

By the mid-late 17th century. products 1n fabric QQ began to be fired in 
an oxidising atmosphere giving bright orange·red hue to the wares and a good 
gloss to the glazed wares. The products became more competently potted, and it 
was during this time that the first slipwares in this fabric are noted. The 
industry at Brill was well established and well able to withstand the 
introduction of finer wares from Staffordshire when they appeared in quantity 
in the second quarter of the 18th century. 

The potting techniques and firing procedures of the 18th century showed 
little change from the mid-late 17th century, but a few new shapes were 
evident: platters, flower-pots (little different from present day examples). 
cups and chamber-pots. The latter were the most frequent commodity, 

8y the 19th century only a few bowls 'in this fabric were recovered, but 
while the survey area suggests a rapid decline in the demand for these Brill 
products, the rural community may well have absorbed all that the potters could 
produce. I 

Curiously very few forms in this fabric could be paralleled with the 
shapes of the '1975 17th-century Brill kiln', The 'large bowls' and baking 

1. Oxfordshire Department of Museum Services Reserve C011ection 
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RED EARTHENWARE (tON.) 

dishes or dripping pans typical of this kiln are largely absent from the Oxford . 

assemblages. Finer table wares including globular mugs, cylindric61 mugs and 

Jugs were found, but in different fabrics (see below). The distinctive kiln 

scar of one such drinking vessel with black glaze was found on the bose of a 

large jar (fabric DG) recovered from an early-mid 11th-century pit (B III F4 

l2). which corroborates the tenuous evidence from the '1975 17th-century Brill 

kiln' that fine black-glazed table wares were made there. 

During the early-mid 17th century, another fabric type was emerging 

(fabric ~E)' Again the grains were well-sol'ted, suggesting a finely levtgated 

clay but unlike fabric OG the quartz sand had not been ddded by the potter but 

occurred naturally in the clay, which gave a very fine paste. By the time 

these wares appeared within the survey area, the forms were already well made 

and included finely made black glazed cylindrical tankards as well as jars and 

pans. This fabric continued in lise throughout the 18th centur~ and as with 

Fabric DG prpsented a slightly wider range of vessel types such as 

chamber-pots, cups and butter pots. Panchions and large jars were not found, 

and it may be that this fine fabric was better suited to smaller vessels. The 

orange/brown glaze, typical of this fabric,was usually very glossy and 

ohviously fired in a well-controlled oxidising atmosphere. Slip decorated 

wares were also fo~nd and may indicate that this fabric too originates 

somewhere to the east (18rill) or further north. 

finally, the fourth dominant fabric (fabric OJ) also occurred alongside 

Fabrics DG and DE in the early-mid 17th century and continued i!t use throughout 

the 18th century, but it probably reached its pe~~ in late 17th-early 18th 

century. It too was frequently slipped, but unlike the other major fabric 

types. the grains were not well-sorted, and the products ""Ct'~ not well finished, 

suggesting a less well-organised potter or potters. 

III E7 
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Other fabric types which were isolated and lDay possibly be associated with 
Britl ar~ Fabric BX. a variant of Fabric ~. which was first notp.d in later 
medteval ,ontexts 1n Oxford. Fabrics Fe and FD occur in 18th-century contexts 
onty ~nd are possibly variants of a Brill-type (Fabric QQI. while Fabrics ED. 
~ and DG may also be Brill-types. However in view of the number of known 
potters working in Oxfordshire during the 18th century it is probably wise to 
be rautious in attributing these types to Brill. 

Fabric Comparable 
with 

BX Medieval Brill 
-type 

Frequencl 
& sortL~ 

Sparse-moderate 
ill-sorted 

Fe For description see Slipwares 

FO 

ED 

Abundant 
ill-sorted 

Abundant 
well-sorted 

OS For description ~~e Slipwares 

DO For description see Slipwares 

Inclusions 

Medium-coarse sub-rounded 
quartz, sparse medium
coarse red iron ore. 

Fine quartz, sparse 
medium-coarse quartz & ted 
iron ore. 

Fine quartz, sparse coarse 
red iron ore. 

Fabric oT may possibly originate from the same production centre as 
Fabric OJ, but Fabric oT is associated with Cistercian-type drinking vessels of 
the 16th century. These finely made Cistercian-types and black glazed wares of 
the 16th and 17th (~ntury were often fired to a near vitrifying temperature,so 
that the inclusions f~rm a glassy matrix with the clay. This coupled with the 
tendency to shatter into minute sherds, with a body thickness of only 2-3mm, 
often makes the antIlysis of the fab"lc very hazardous. These black-glazed 
vessels were found also in Fabrics U0 and oU,but only one of two examples 
occurred in 17th- and early 18th-century deposits (A F17, Bill F4 L2, W F22). 
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REO EARTHENWARE (CON.) 

The lack of these wares was $ur~rtstng. since tavern scenes patntud by 

contemporary arttsts suggest they were commonplace. but it may be that Oxford 

is on the perlphery of the dhtr1buttoll area. 'Midlands Purple' w!res and 

Midland white wares were completely absellt from the survey area. 

Fabric CCiI!2arab 1 e Fr~qu~icy Inclusions --- wi tn • .~ sor_:!!l.9. --.. 

or Variant of Abundant Fine quartz 
fabric OJ 

OU Abundant Fine quartz, sparse 
sUb- rounded quartz. 

Little is known about the possible sources for the remaining fabric types, 

but as more stratified post-medieval red earthenw4fe is recovered from within 

the county it should be possible to highlight the potential areas for possible 

k t1 n sites t and perhaps in turn corro 1 ate them with the known documellt I\ry 

references to potters working within the county. 

Fabric Comparable Freguencl Inclusions 
with & sortin9 . . 

OF For description see Slipwares 

OH Variant of For description see Slipwares 
OF 

01 Abundant Fine quartl, sparse 
coarc;e qUilrtz. 

EE 5rarse and Coarse sub-rounded q~artz, 
ill-sorted sparse medium-coarse red 

iron ore. 

EG Abundant and Mediu~-coarse quartz, occ. 
i l1-~orted reJ i ron ore. 

OL Known at Burford Abundant Finf! quartz 

OD Moderate Coars~ quartz 
(con. ) 
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RED EARTHENWARE (COH.) 

fabric C~arable 
wHfi 

OK 

ox 

FQ 

!=R 

~requt~ey 
sor n9 

Moderate 

Abundant 

Moderate & 
ill-sorted 

Sparse 

PRINCIPAL SOURCES._Req~rth~~wdre 

InelustGns 

Coarse quartz, sparse 
red iron ore, oce. lime
stone. 

Fine quartz, occ. coarse 
red iron ore. 
Sub-rounded-angular 
quartz, oce. coarse 
red iron ore, 

Sub-rounded quartz, 
occ. v. coarse red 
iron ore, mica. 

1. J.H. Ashdown. 'A Seventeenth-centJry Pottery Grou~ and Associated Finds 

from a Well at Potters Bar. Part II: The Pottery and Other Finds', 

Hertfordshire Archaeology ii (1970), 92-104. 

2. Michael Farley, 'Pottery and pottery kilns or the post-medieval period at 

Brill, Bucki nghamshire', Post-ro1edieval Archaeology, xi ii (1979), 127-52. 

3. Ph'l1ip Mayes, 'A 17th-century, Kiln Site at Potterspury, 

Northamptonshire', Post-Medieval Archaeology, ii (1968), 55-82. 

4. Nicht: 1as Palmer, 'A Beaker Burial and Medi('v"l T~nem~llts in the Hamel, 

Oxford', Oxoniensia. xlv (1980), 124-225. 

5. K. Rodwll', 'Excavations on the Site of Banbury Castle. 1973-4'. 

Oxoni!" sia, xli (1976) 90-147. 

G. N. Stebbiny, J. Rhodes and M.Mel1nr, Oxfordshire Potters, Oxfordshire 

Museusm ServiL~ Publication, No.13, (1980). 

7. David Sturdy, 'Thirteenth century and later pottery from the Clarendon 

hotel and other ~ites in Oxford', Oxoniensi~, xxiv (1959), 22-36. 
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Fig.102 Red Earthenware, Nos.1-9, Site A, Church Street 

1 • A P2504/811; 2. A P14/l065/1; 3. A P2531/0/3; 
4. A P2531/l/2; 5. A P1023/1147/9; 6. A P1023/0/1; 
7. A PI023/l147/8; 8. A P1023/ll47/l0; 9. ;' P1023/1122/l2. 
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Fig. IO~ Red Earthenware 

Nos.I-9, Site A, Church St. 

1. Bung-hole Jar. partially glazed orange on shoulder, knife trimmed around 

base. Probably Brill, Fabric DG • A F2504 L8 (. F2011), 16th-cent. 

context. 

2. Jar, applied thumbed strip below rim, spri~moulded cock in white clay, 

partially glazed yellow, Fabric OG. A Fl4 ll065, 17th-cent. context. 

3. Cylindrical mug, glazed brown into & ext., complete, Fabric ZZ. 

A F253l, 16th-cent. context. 

4. Globular mug, glazed black into & ext., complete, Fabric ZZ. 

s. 
6. 

A F2531 l', 16th-cent. context. 
1 Dripping pan. Brill, Fabric DG. A Fl023 ll147, mid 17th-cent. context. 

Small tripod pipkin with spout, glaz~d green int., carbon deposits on ext. 

surface, Fabric OG., (cross-joins between F1023 and F1003). 

A F1023, mid 17th-cent. context. 

7. Bowl, glazed orange int., Fabric DG. Probably Brill. A F1023 ll147, mid 

17th-cent. context. 

B. Small platter, glazed orange int., Fabric DE. A Fl023 l1147, mid 17th-

cent. context. 

9. Costrel, partially glazed orange ext. Possibly Brill, Fabric ZZ. 

A Fl023 l1122, mid 17th-cent. context. 

1. Cf. for general form, Michael Farley, 'Pottery and pottery kilns of the 
post-medieval period at Brill, Buckinghamshire', Post-Medieval 
Archaeology, xiii (1979), 147, Fig.12, Nos. 1-4. 

2. Ibid., 147, Fig.12, Nos. 7-8. 
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Fig.103 Red Earthenware, Nos.1-6. Site A, Church ~treet 

I. A Pl/I02/2; 2. A PI003/1010/8; 3. A PI7/2012/18; 

4. A PI7/2012/12j5. A P17/2012/13; 6. A P17/2012/1. 
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fii' 10~ ~ed Earthenware (can.) 

Nos.I-6. Site A. Church S_t. 

t. Tripod pipkin with spout. partially glazed int., fabric f[. A fl Ll02. 

mid-late 17th-cent. context. 

2. Tyg, glazed black tnt. & ext. Possibly Staffordshire, Fabric U~. 

A fl003 L10lO, I.lid 17th-cent. context. 

3. Platter, glazed yellow int., FJbric ZZ. A F17 L2012, mid-late 17th-cent. 

context. 

4. Pancheon, glaze~ orange into Probably Brill. A Fl~ L2012, mid-late 17th

cent. context. 

5. Pancheon, glazed orange tnt. Probably Bri", Fabric UG. A f17 L2012, 

~id-latc 17th-cent. context. 

6. Crock, glazed orange int., restored, Fabric ZZ. A F17 L2012, mid-late 

17th-cent. context. 
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Fig.104 Red Earthenware, Nos.l-l, Site A, Church Street 

1. A Pli/2012/3j 2. A P17/2012/5. 
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Fig.104, Red Earthenware (con.) 

Nos.1-2, Site A, Church St. 

1. Globular mug, glazed black into & ext. Probably Staffordshire, restored, 

Fabric ZZ. A F17 L2012, mid-late 17th-cent. context. 

2. ,Jug, glazed black into & ext. ~ruuably Staffordshire, restored, Fabric ZZ, 

A F17 L2012, mid-late 17th-cent. context. 
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Red Earthenware, NOfl.1-7, SHe A , Church Street 
1 • A P45/171/3; 2. A P4S/171/11l; 3. A P45/48/S; 
4. A P60/34/7; S. A P60/34/3; 6. A P60/34/9; 
7. A P60/34/8. 
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Ii g. 105, ~ed Earthenware (con.) 

~.9~~~ 7, Site A, Church St. 

1. Pancheon, glazed green int., Fabric ZZ. A F45 ! ~71, mid-late 17th-cent. 

context. 

2. Dish, glazed orange int., Fab!'ic Zl. A F45 L171, mid-late 17th-cent. 

context. 

3. Jar, glazed green int., Fabric .Zl. A F45 L48, mid-late 17th-cent. context. 

4. Flowpr-pot with three holes in base. Probably Bril" Fabric DG. A F60 

L34, mid 18th-cent. context. 

5. Cup, glazed mottled brown into & ext., restored, Fabric lZ. A F60 l34, 

mid 18th-cent. context. 

6. Flowe~pot with a central hole, three bands of white slip ext. Probably 

Bril" Fabric OG. A F60 l34, mid 18th-cent. context. 

7. Flower-pot with a central hole, three bands of white slip ext., Fabric DE. 

A F60 l34, mid 18th-cent. context. 
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F18.106 Red Earthenware. Nos.I-9. S1te Bt Greyfriars 

1. B III P4/2/21; 2. B tIl P4/2/22; 3. B III P4/2/2; 
4. BIll P4/2/16; 5. BIll P4/2/20; 6. BIll P4/2/15; 
7. B IV P13/0/16; 8. B IV P13/1/6; 9. B IV P13/0/14. 
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Fig.l0G, Red Earthenware (con.) 

Nos 1-9, Site B, Greyfriars 

1. Jar, glazed green into Probably Brill, Fabric OG. BIll F4 L2, early 

-mid 17th-cent. context. 

2. Large ?jar , glazed orange into kiln scar of small ;~ylindrical form on 

base. Prohably Brill, Fabric DG. BIll F4 L2, early-mid 17th-cent. 

context. 

3. Tripod pipkin, glazed green into carbon on ext. surface. Probably Brill, 

Fabric DG. BIll F4 L2, early-mid 17th-cent. context. 

4. Jar, glazed orange into Probaby Brill, Fabric DG. B III F4 L2,' 'y-mid 

17th-cent. context. 

5. Bowl, glazed orange int., Fabric DJ. BIll F4 L2, early-mid 17th-cent. 

context. 

6. Jug, pdrtially glazed green in~. Probably Brill, Fabric DG. BIll F4 L2, 

early-mid 17th-cent. context. 

7. Tripod pipkin, glazed brown into Probably Brill~ Fabric DG. B IV F13, 

mid-late 17th-cent. context. 

8. Cylindrical tankard, glazed black into and ext., Fabric DE. (Cross-Joins 

between IV F13 and F13 Ll). B IV r13 Ll, mid-late 17th-cent. context. 

9. Stool pan, glazed orange into Probably Brill, Fabric DG. B IV F13, 

mid-late 17th-cent. context. 
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Fig.t07 Red Earthenware. Nos.1-12, Site B. Greyfriars 

1. B IV PIOI/O/3; 2. B IV P44/0/7; 3. B IV P44/0/8; 

4. 8 IV P44/0/24; S. 8 JV P44/0/9; 6. B tV P44/0/2S; 

7. B IV P44/0/2; 8. R IV P44/0/28; 9. 8 IV P44/0/27; 

10. 8 IV P44/0/25; 11. B IV P44/0/6; 12. B IV P44/0/29. 
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Fig.l07, Red Earthenware (con.) 

Nos.1-12, Site B, Greyfriars 

1. Chamber-pot, glazed orange int., Fabric 11. B IV F10l, mid-late 17th-cent. 

context. 

2. Small pan, glazed orange int., Fabric 11. B IV F44, early-mid 18th-cent. 

context. 

3. Bowl, glazed into orange, fabric 11. B IV F44 early-mid 18th·cent. 

context. 

4. Jug, glazed green into & ext., Fabric Z1. B IV F44, early-mid 18th-cent. 

contp-xt. 

5. Bowl, glazed orange int., Fabric ZZ. B IV f44, early-mid 18th-cent. 

context. 

6. Crock, with rilling ext., glazed green into Possibly Nos. 4 & 6 made by 

the same potter, Fabric 1Z. B IV F44, early-mid 18th-cent. context. 

7. ?Ladle with harz. loop handle, glazed orange int., Fabric f1 B IV F44, 

early-mid 18th-cent. context. 

8. Chamber-pot with rilling ext. Probably Brill, Fabric DG. B IV F44, 

early-mid 18th-cent. context. 

9. Chamber-pot, glazed black into & ext., Fabric 11. B IV F44, early-mid 

18th-cent. context. 

10. Dish, Fabric ZZ. B IV F44, early-mid 18th-cent. context. 

II. Uish, glazed orange int., Fabric ZZ. B IV F44, early-mid 18th-cent. 

context. 

12. Dish, glazed green int., Fabric 11. B IV F44, early-mid 18th-cent. 

context. 
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Greyfriars Fig.108 Red Earthenware, 

1. B IV PO/20/4j 

4. B I P29/0/1j 

7. B X P26/0/3j 

10. B IV 1'0/1/1. 

2. 8 VII P4/0/l0j 3. B VIl P4/0/5j 

5. B X P26/0/1 ; 6. B I P27/0/4j 

8. B X P26/0/4; 9. B X P26/0/2j 
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Fig.108, Red Earthenware (con.) 

Nos.l-l0, Site a, Greyfriars 

1. ?Dish or pancheon with applied thumb-pressed strip, glazed green int., 

Fabric ZZ. B IV L20, contaminated context. 

2. Chamber-pot, glazed orange int., Fabric ZZ. B VII F4, early 18th-cent. 

context with some intrusive mid-late 18th-cent. material. 

3. Platter, glazed orange int., Fabric ZZ. B VII F4, early lAth-cent. context 

with some intrusive mid-late 18th-cent. material. 

4. Dish, glazed yellow int., Fabric ZZ. B I F29, early-mid 18th-cent. 

context. 

5. Chamber-pot, glazed orange int., Fabric ZZ. B X F26, mid 18th-cent. 

context with sum~ intrusive 19th-cent. material. 

6. Bowl, partially glazed brown int., Fabric DE. B I F27, late 18th-cent. 

context. 

7. Cilamber-pot, glazed orange int., Fabric ZZ. B X F26, mid 18th-cent. 

context with some intrusive 19th-cent. material. 

8. Bowl, with ril1ing ext., glazed brown int., Fabric ZZ. B X F26, mid 

18th-cent. context with some intrusive 19th-cent. material. 

9. Chamber-pot, glazed orange int., Fabric ZZ. B X F26, mid 18th-cent. 

context with some intrusive 19th-cent. material. 

10. Paint- pot with much paint remaining, glazed brown int., Fabric ZZ. B IV 

Ll, early 19th-cent. context. 
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Fig.l09 Red Earthenware, Nos.l-5, Site B, Greyfriars, 

Nos.6-13, Site W, Westgate 

1. B VII P5/0/2; 2. B VII P5/0/6; 

4. B VII P5/0/5; 5. B VII P5/0/J; 

7. W P22/0/12; 

10. W P22/0/10; 

13. W P22/0/7. 

8. W P22/0/l1; 

11. W P22/0/lJ; 

III Fil 

J. B VII P5/0/4; 

6. W PlI2/0/2; 

9. W P22/0/6; 

12. W P22/0/9; 



Fig.109, Red Earthenware (con.). 

No.1-5, Site B, Greyfriars 

1. Small flower-pot, Fabric FQ. B VII F5, mid 19th-cent. context. 

2. Small shallow dish, possibly to b~ used with flower pot. Probably same 

production centre as No.1., Fabric FQ. B VII FS, mid 19th-cent. context. 

3. Pan, glazed brown into Probably same production centre as No.1, Fabric 

FQ. B VII FS, mid 19th-cent. context. 

4. Paint-pot with much paint remaining, Fabric FR. B VII FS, mid 19th-cer.t. 

context. 

S. Bowl, glazed brown int., Fabric ZZ. B VII FS, mid 19th-cent. context. 

Ncs. 6-13, Site W, We~tgate 

6. Watering pot, partially glazed mottled green ext. Probably Bri", 

restored, Fabric 1.~. W Fl12, 16th-cent. context. 

7. Small pan, glazed orange int., Fabric ?DL. W F22, early-mid 18th-cent. 

context. 

8. Jar, partially glazed orange int., Fabric DE. W F22, early-mid 18th-cent. 

context. 

9. Small bowl, glazed orange into Probably Bri", Fabric DG. W F22, early 

-mid 18th-cent. context. 

10. Bowl, glazed orange into Probably Bril" Fabric DG. W F22, early-mid 

18th-cent. context. 

11. Shallow dish, glazed green int., Fabric ?DL. W F22, early-mid 18th-cent. 

context. 

12. Flared bowl, glazed green int., Fabric OF. W F22, early-mid 18th-cent. 

context. 

13. Plate, glazed orange int., Fabric EF. W F22, early-mid 18th-cent. context. 
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Fig.110 Red Earthenware, Nos.1-9, Site W, Westgate 

1. W P48/0/8; 

4. W P48/0/4; 
7. W P48/0/3; 

2. W P48/0/5j 

5. W P48/0/7; 

8. W P48/0/13; 

III F13 

3. W P48/0/6; 

6. W P48l0/12: 

9. W P48l0/1I1. 
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Fig.ll0, Red Earthenware (con.) 

Nos.1-9, Site W, Westgate 

1. Small pan, glazed yellow int., Fabric ZZ. W F48, mid 18th-cent. context. 

2. Small crock, glazed brown int., carbon on ext. surface. Probably same 

production centre as No.1, Fabric ZZ. W F48, mid 18th-cent. context. 

3. Crock, with rilling ext., glazed orange into Probably Brill, Fabric DG. W 

F48, mid 18th-cent. context. 

4. Bowl, glazed green int., fabric EO. W f48, mid 18th-cent. context. 

5. Crock, glazed green int., fabric EF. W f48, mid 18th-cent. context. 

6. ?Chamber-PQt, trailed white slip 'Octobr ye 13 day 1739' glazed orange 

into & ext., restored, Fabric ZZ. W F48, mid 18th-cent. context. 

7. Chamber-pot, glazed brown into Probably Brill, fabric DG. W f48, mid 

18th-cent. context (Cf. Parallel in f7 ll). 

8. Bedpan, glazed orange into & ext. Probably Brill, fabric DG. W F48, mid 

18th-cent. context. 

9. Shallow dish, glazed brown into Probably Brill, Fabric DG. W F48, mid 

18th-cent. context. 
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Fig.lll Red Earthenware, Nos.I-IO, Site W, Westgate 

1 • W P45/0/2j 2. W P45/0/19j 3. W P45/0/18j 
4. W P/~5/0i I j 5. W P45/0/5j 6. W P45/0/4j 
7. W P45/0/16j 8. W P45/0/15j 9. W P25/0/2j 
10. W P25/0/7. 
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Fig.lll, Red Earthenware (con.) 

Nos.1-10, Site W, Westgate. 

1. Pipkin, glazed orange int., carbon on ext. surface. Prob~bly Brill, 

Fabric OG. W F45, mid-late 18th-cent. context. 

2. Pan, glazed brown into Probably Brill, Fabric OG. W F45, mid-late 18th

cent. context. 

3. Crock. glazed orange into Probably Brill. Fabric ~Q. W F45, mid-late 

18th-cent. cOlltext. 

4. Jug, with rilling ext., glazed orange int., Fabric FC. W F45. mid-late 

18th-cent. context. 

5. Cup, glazed orange with brown flecks into & ext., restored, Fabric ZZ. 

W F45, mid-late 18th-cent. context. 

6. Straight-sided flared bowl, glazed mottled brown into & ext., Fabric FO. 

W F45, mid-late 18th-cent. context. 

7. Chamber-pot, glazed orange int., Fabric DE. W F45, mid-late 18th-cent. 

context. 

8. Chamber-pot, glazed green int., Fabric DE. W F45, mid-late 18th-cent. 

context. 

9. Jug, partially glazed brown into & ext., Fabric ZZ. W F25, mid 18th-cent. 

context. 

10. large flared pan, glazed orange into & ext., Fabric ZZ. W F25, mid 18th

cent. context. 
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PETROLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF POST-MEDIEVAL POTTERY 

AND TILE FROr~ OXFORDSHIRE 

D. F. Will i a ms, Ph.D., 

(DOE Ceramic Petrology Project) 

Department of Archaeology, University of Southampton 

As an aid to characterize the fabrics from three post-medieval 

potteries in Oxfordshire J Leaf'ield, Barford St. r·lichael and Marsh Baldon, 

sJmples of earthenware and tile associated with their local industries were 

examined in thin section under the petrological microscope. 

1. Leafield Pottery c. A.D. 1900 

A thin section was taken from an almost complete jug in a fairly smooth 

sandy fabric, d~ep red (Munsell lOR 5/8) outside surface, light reddish

orange core, wit~ a reddish-brown glaze on the inner surface of the vessel. 

Under the microscope the fabric can be seen to consist of frequent well

sorted subangular qUdrtz grains in the size-range O.10-.30~., a little 

iron ore, plagioclase f~l~par and chert. These are set in an optically 

isotropiC reddish-browil matrix with a scatter of very small quartz grains 

and flecks of mica. 

Three sherds from different vessels, each suspected of being a 

product of the Leafield kilns, were also examined and compared with the 

Leafield jug above. In thin section two of the sherds, Leafield 654 

(base) and Leafield 654 (thin-walled vessel), compared very favourably 

with the .iug sample, and there seems a strong likelihood that all three 

vessels were made at the same centt'e. The remaining sherd, a dee~ dish 

from North Leigh, is in a ~lightly coarser, more micaceous sandy fabric. 

If it were possible to sample more known kiln material from Leafield, 

the results may well indicate a wider range of fabric than would accommodate 
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the North Leigh sample. However. on the present evidence the North leigh 

sherd does not sufficiently match the one known vessel produced at Leafield 

to suggest a COlTVllOn origi n. 

2. Bat'ford St. Michael Pottery Post-Medieval 

A. Rim from large dish. ~hick. hard, fairly smooth reddish-buff fabric, 

with visible inclusions of ~~at appear to be red and black grains of iron 

ore scattered throughout. light-brown glaz& on the inside of the sherd. 

B. Bodysherd. Thick. hard, fairly smooth red (10R 5/6) fabric, reddish

brown glaze on the inside of the sherd. Inclusions of ?iron ore are 

present, but lp.ss apparent than for sample A above. 

In thin section both sherds appear very similar, containing numerous 

subangular quartz grains under O.10mm., with a scatter of slightly larger 

grains, large grains of ?iron ore and plentiful mica. 

C. Bodysherd. Thick, hard, fairly smooth light red (2.5YR 6/8) slightly 

micaceous fabric, white ?slip on the inside of the sherd. 

Thin sectioning reveals frequent ill-sorted quartz grains ranging 

up to O.80mm. in size, and flecks of mica. 

3. Marsh Baldon Tile Kiln c. A.D. 1680-1710 

Tile. Thick, very hard, rough bright red (10R 5/8) fabric, containing 

visible inclusions of quartz and chert/flint. 

In thin section the fabric can be seen to be extremely micaceous, with 

frequent quartz grains, average size O.OS-040mm .• some iron ore and f~int/ 

chert. 
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